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Singapore Airlines taps investors for up to US$10.5b amid 
coronavirus shock

Singapore Airlines (SIA) is tapping existing investors for up to S$15 billion

(US$10.48 billion) through the sale of shares and convertible bonds to offset

the shock to its business from the coronavirus outbreak. The fund raising is

being underwritten by the airline's biggest investor, Temasek Holdings, which

Should domestic air travel be grounded?
Domestic air travel in the United States has virtually come to a halt, but

thousands of planes are still flying. How long does it makes sense to keep doing

that? Figures from the Transportation Security Administration show that only

331,000 people passed through TSA checkpoints Monday, a drop of more than

2 million passengers, or 86%, compared to the same Monday a year ago. That's

not surprising with 16 states, comprising 43% of US population, issuing orders

New vibrating vest warns pilots who can't see in fog, other hazards
Researchers with the U.S. Army and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in

Florida have developed a vest that vibrates to warn disoriented pilots and help

prevent aviation accidents. Although Embry-Riddle received $203,000 in grant

money to test the vest, faculty members said they believed the main benefit

was enhanced learning with new technology. "The human sense of balance

and location aren't designed to comprehend and adapt to the conditions pilots

encounter in airspace. It's dangerous, and this vest is a good

countermeasure," said Jonathan French, professor at Embry-Riddle.

Airlines are doing away with middle seats and beverage service
Fliers in the United States have gotten used to bringing their own food, but now

they'll have to bring their own beverages, too. Major US airlines are

implementing substantial changes to the few free things passengers still

receive on airplanes, including drinks and snacks, because of the coronavirus

pandemic. Delta Air Lines, Southwest and American Airlines have all

announced this week that they're temporarily suspending beverage service and

cutting meal service as a way to cut costs and reduce the number of items flight

attendants touch. The changes, which seemed unthinkable just a few weeks ago, are the latest change for

the beleaguered industry that has dealt with plummeting revenue, strikingly empty flights and the need for

government assistance just to survive the year.

owns about 55 per cent of the group. SIA's shares went into a rare trading halt earlier in the day after

plunging to their lowest in 22 years as investors feared the pandemic will have a deep impact on the

company.

that people should stay home whenever possible. Health professionals are saying that people should not

gather in groups of 10 people or more or engage in any non-essential travel.
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TSA Relaxes Rule About Hand Sanitizer in Carry-On Bag
Well here’s a small but welcome bit of news during trying times.

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) said on Friday it is relaxing

its rules about the size of hand sanitizer bottles that travelers can bring on

planes. Since the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, airline passengers could only bring

3.4 ounces of liquids in a carry-on bag onto flights. But due to the

coronavirus, the TSA will now allow flyers to bring large-sized bottles of hand

sanitizers, disinfectant wipes that are wrapped, travel-size wipes and masks

through airport security checkpoints.

FAA Investigating Foot-Long Crack To Southwest Jet

Singapore Aviation Academy Course – 24 to 28 August 2020
This course provides you with the knowledge and

skills in aviation security auditing techniques to

effectively conduct compliance audits and manage

quality control programmes. It aims to enhance the

awareness of aviation security managers and

supervisors on auditing procedures and techniques

in line with the requirements of ICAO Annex

17(Security) and ICAO Document 8973 (Security

Manual). Check out https://saa.caas.gov.sg/

The Federal Aviation Administration is probing how a foot-long crack

appeared on the skin of a Southwest Airlines plane, a 737 manufactured

by Boeing. The crack caused the plane to gradually lose cabin pressure

during a flight on Monday, March 9, from Las Vegas to Boise, Idaho.

Flight records show that the pilots began a rapid, 6-minute descent from

39,000 feet to 22,000 feet, a suitable altitude to continue to fly and

complete the flight.

Australian airline Qantas to cut all international flights
Australia's biggest airline Qantas said on Thursday (Mar 18) it will halt all

international flights later this month, after the island nation's other main

carrier Virgin shut its overseas services due to the coronavirus pandemic.

Qantas said all of its international flights would be suspended by late March

for at least two months after the government told citizens Wednesday to

forego all overseas travel in a bid to halt the spread of novel coronavirus.

Deadly Assault as Iranian-Backed Militias Attack US Troops in Iraq
In the latest in a series of attacks against American troops in Iraq, Iranian-

backed militias shot two rockets on March 17 at a base south of Baghdad which

houses U.S.-led coalition troops and NATO trainers. Since the beginning of

2020, Clarion Project has tracked 13 such assaults (see our infographic

below).March 11 saw the deadliest assault to date in the tit-for-tat attacks since

America’s targeted killing of Iranian arch terrorist General Qasem Soleimani,

who was directing the attacks against the U.S. troops in the region. An

American soldier, an American contractor and a British soldier were killed in

that attack.
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